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Golden Knights basketball team erases losing season by capturing NCAA berth --p.12
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And ilie wfurmeir Il§OG.
D Responsibility for questionable Student
Government spending
is hard to pinpoint.
by JEFF HUNT and DORIS
BLOODSWORTII
News editor and assistant news editor
State auditors are questioning the spending of the UCF Student Government. But the
real question seems to be, who is responsible
for that spending?
Miguel Torregrosa, president of the
UCF Student Government, says that all major
Student Government spending must follow
proper spending procedures. These procedures include expense.requests being submitted and signed off by W.G. "Jack" Winstead,
director of purchasing, and Dr. Kenneth
Lawson, associate vice president, administrative services of student affairs.
"If we don't hear anything, we give
them a call back," Torregrosa said. "But routinely, if we don't hear anything, we go ahead
and proceed."
However, Torregrosa says all major
expenditures must follow these procedures
and without Student Affairs approval, Student Government cannot purchase anything .
Torregrosa cited the purchase of $41,000
worth of laptop computers as an exampl_$!. ·
"We couldn't purchase those computers without Dr. Lawson's signature,"
Torregrosa said. "Otherwise; the computer
store wouldn't have sold them to us."
Torregrosa also cited the use of short
order forms. This is what Student Govern-

ment files when it purchases something and
then retroactively asks for it to be approved:
However, these can only be used in
emergencies and on the weekends when no
one is available to approve an expenditure.
The short order forms are also only used for
smaller expenditures such as food for meetings.
Lawson contends that Torregrosa has
not been following proper spending procedures.
"They are supposed to be following
·
statute 800.6," Lawson said. "They haven't
paid attention to it."
Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice president for
student affairs, responded that as long as
funds are not being spent illegally, Student
Government can spend their'money however
they choose.
According to Tubbs, although the Student Affairs office signs off on ·expenditures,
they cannot stop any legal spending.
''I have concern over being responsible
when I can't control their spending," Tubbs
said.
In addition, he said many times he was
-unaware of Student Government purchases.
For instance, Tubbs said he did not know
about the intended purchase of the $22,000
Ford Explorer until reading about it in The
Central Florida Future.
.
However, Tubbs admitted since the
funds in question represent state dollars, the
administration is ultimately responsible.
Winstead said that only a $16,400 advertisementexpenditure in the Univer8ity Reporter came through his office. He said that he

photo/ SOILEAU

Becky Dedo waves to the crowd Saturday night after winning the
Miss UCF contest in the student center auditorium. Dedo is a
public relations/advertising major in·her third year. ·

see BUCK, page 5

UCFPD releases recent crime statistics, Students undecided in their
·suggests brochure on preventing crime major targeted at showcase
by JODY MASK
Staff writer
The UCF Police Department
released to The Central Florida
Future on Feb. 27 a table of the
most recent statistics for campus
crime. The figures, which span
from 1991to1995,showtheincjdence of seven categories of crime
deemed by the FBI to be the most
serious.
The department also released a table with the number of
liquor, drug-related and weapons
violations over the same time span.
The publication of these
crime statistics is required by the
Federal Crime Awareness and Security Act of 1990. This law obligates police departments of every
college campus in America to
make its students, staff, faculty
and visitors aware of how often
crimes occur on campus.
For Sgt. Tom Gorbas, crime
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prevention unit coordinator of the
UCF Police, this means the statistics should be published in a variety of print media in order to reach
as large an audience as possible.
"Of the nine state universities in Florida, UCF has the lowest crime rate," Gorbas said. However, Gorbas emphasized that students should still take plenty of
precautions to ensure that they do
not become a victim.
"As the city grows around
us, so will crime - it's not a

sanctuary," Gorbas cautioned.
Students who want to learn
how to prevent crime on campus
can pick up a copy of the "Police
Services and Safety Guide," a free
brochure available at the police
window adjacent to the Parking
Services window. The guide lists
crime statistics, as well as six pages
of safety tips, which include the
following:
• Safety Tips for Campus
see CRIME, page 3

by MICHELLE MARTINEZ
Asst. news editor
Students can receive
help in deciding on their future and register to win a $100
gift certificate for the UCF
Bookstore at the Academic
Showcase '96
The Showcase, which
will be held on Wed, March 6
from 11 a.rn. to 2 p.rn. on the
Green, is aimed to help students with undecided majors
or students seeking to change
their major.
"The focus is on students
who haven't decided on a major," said Bob Snow, coordinator of First Year Advising
and Information Services.
Approximately 25 percent
of incoming freshmen every year
are undecided majors.
Display tables with academic
advising offices from each college
News

Opinion
Classifieds

Camelot and the latest video~ courtesy of DK

Features

will be at the Showcase. Representatives from Student Financial
Assistance, the Career Resource
Center and Cooperative Ed ucation will also be set up at the
event.
Academic Showcase '96
will be heJd in conjunction
with the Wellness Expo '96.
Information on Fall registration will also be available at the Showcase.
Students can register to
win prizes, such as a $100
gift certificate for the UCF
Bookstore, at the showcase
tent which will be located behind the Student Government
kiosk.
The Showcase is sponsored by Academic Development and Retention, which is
a unit within Enrollment and
Academic Services, the Provost Advisory Committee and
the Student Government.
1-5

6
14
9-13

15-16
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The University of Central Florida Theatre presents the medieval musical "Camelot" over the next
few days.
Tue play highlights the legend of King Arthur
and the Knights of the Round Table. Most of the shows
have already sold out but you may be able to catch the
free show on Wednesday, March 6. Start your spring
break off by sitting with the Knights of the Round
Table.
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•
•
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•

•
Sir Lancelot pleads with God to spare the life of his fallen
tournament opponent after their joust in Camelot.

King Arthur and Guenevere spend romantic
moment together in the king's bedroom.

•

King Arthur vows to keep his sanity instead
of destroying the ones he loves.
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Morgan Le Fey is tempted by Mordred's basket of goodies into casting a spell on the king.

•

•
.

.
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King Pellinore wards off Mordred who has trespassed on the king's grounds.

Lady Guenivere seduces the Knights of the Round Table.
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SG invites students to ask questions,
visit office conceming recent publicity

Gorbas encourages students to
be aware of their environment

by MELISSA LAWRENCE

from CRIME, page 1

registrations begin. This event will
be held on the Green with the WellnessExpo.
This past weekend, SGA
hosted its Seventh Annua1 LegislativeBreakfastinTallahasseetokickoff the 1996 Legislative Session.

Student government relations

IT'S ALMOST HERE!
What, you ask? The time of year
every student waits for, SPRING
BREAK! But, before you go, there
are a few things Student Government wants you to know about!
If this is your first year here at
UCF or if you have never been to
see Tom Deluca now is your chance.
The Campus Activities Board presents Tom Deluca at the UCF Arena
TONIGHT (March 5) at 8 p.m.
This is one show you don't want to
miss! Admission is FREE with your
student ID.
Wednesday, March 6 on the
Health & Physics Green is the 1996
Wellness Expo. This event is brought
to you by S.W.A.T. (Student Wellness Advocate Team). Therewillbe This event has always been a suca lot of information for you to ab- cess for SGA as well as the universorb. TherewillalsobeFun&Give- sity. We are the only school that
aways. Win tickets to a Magic Game hosts an event of this nature.
or a Solar Bears match. The event
Many of the state legislators
willbefromllam.-2p.m.Ifitshould attended the breakfast and spoke
happentorain,theeventwillbeheld . with SGA officials and UCF stuin the Education gym.
·
dentsaboutissuesconcerningeduIn conjunction with the Well- cation. This is a tradition for the
ness Expo is the Academic Show- university.' It provides the state
case. If you are still without a major legislators with the opportunity to
and desperately seeking guidance, learn about what is going on at
come out and speak to advisors. UCF and also helps to address
There will also be Financial Aid manyofoureducationalconcerns.
representativesandCateerResource Congressmen and state officials
Centerrepresentatives. This is your look forward to this yearly event
opportunity toaskquestionsandget and always speak positively about
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Concerning the SGA presidential elections, we still need two

Residents
•Office, Classroom or Laboratory Safety
•Safety Tips for Walking or
Driving
• Bicycle Safety
Sgt. Gorbas said that to
ensure that crime statistics remain
low for UCF, "a joint effort of
students, staff and faculty" is required.
March. Keep reading for <!ates and

( Uniform Index Crimes )

SGA wants to congratulate
all of the participants and sponsors.
ofBlack History Month. The events
were very successful and everyone
Murder
that took part deserves recognition .
On a final note, Student Government has always been open about Rape
issues concerning students. With all
of the publicity that has been reRobbery
leased, it is easy to lose sight of the
real issues. If you want to know the Aggravated
facts, or have any questions or Assault
comments, PLEASE come to the
source. It is important for you to Burglary
be informed on many of these
issues. The only way to do this is Larceny-The~
to come into the Student Government offices and talk to us about Motor Vehicle
it. If you've never been in here
Theft
before, now is the perfect oppOrtunity. Stop by the Student Center
Room 155 or call 823-2191. We
would really like to hear from
you .

Grand Opening Special
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l 011 LOCKWOOD BLVD. OVIEDO
RAiN LocATioN: EducATioN BuildiNG GyMNAsiuM

365-9755

UNIVERSITY OF ORLANDO 6441 E. COLONIAL DRIVE 275-2000

MBA & Ph.D. IN BUSINESS
•Large, new Graduate School Campus
•Outstanding Faculty
•Small Student-Teacher Ratio
•International Business Emphasis
•Convenient SATURDAY Classes
•Conti nous Enrollment
• Six Week Terms
•Complete course work in 15 months
•Affordable
• Financial Assistance available for
those who qualify
• Next class starts Saturday
March 23, 1996

Call Noel Hansen
Director of Admissions

THIS PROGRAM IS BEING HELD IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
11
WELLNESS EXPO"

1·.

X 228

FOR INFORMATION AND
APPLICATIONS
•

1994

WEdNESdAy, MARCH 6TH
11:00 A.M. ,,. 2:00 p.M .
ON THE CAMPUS GREEN
NEAR THE HEAhH & Pl-iysics BuildiNG

$10 off Full Set of Nails
$39.95 l month unlimited tanning
1 free tan with full set of nails

I

•

1993

ACADEMIC SHOWCASE '96

-

NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS

•

1992

UCF STUDENTS.-.. YOU'RE INVITED TO....

TAN AND NAILS

•

1991

Studentscanregistertovote
onthegreenfrom9am.to3

CARIBBEAN EXPERIENCE

•

In other words, students
should be aware of their environment at all times.
Gorbas said if a student notices any suspicious behavior, he
or s~e should not hesitate to call
911.
"If 100 reports are false
alarms 1 that's fine as long as one
can prevent a crime."

~

x

MEET wiTH ACAdEMic suppoRT REpRESENTATiVEs
fRoM ACAdEMic DEvElopMENT ANd RETENTioN

x

PnEpARE foR upcoMiNG SUMMER
ANd FAll '96 REqismATioN

x

MEET wiTH ACAdEMic AdvisoRS ANd fAcuhy
fRoM THE fivE collEq:s

x

MEET wiTH SrudrnT RNANciAl
AssisTANCE REpRESENTATivEs

x

ExploRE THE widE RANGE of ACAdEMic MAjoR
oprioNs AVAilAblE AT UCF

x

MEET wiTH CAREER RESOURCE
CENTER REpRESENTATiVES

REqisTrn TO wiN A $100.00 UCF Books10RE Gif-r CrnTificATE
SpoNSOREd By:
AcAdEMic DfvclopMENT AN<i RETENTioN
DivisioN of fNRolLMENT AN<i AcAdEMic SERvicEs
PRovosrs AdvisoRy COMMiTTEE
UCF SrvdENT GoVERMfENT AssociArioN
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LENGE 2000 AWARD
so

Suspension a possibility

•

for Student Govemment

•

Aorida' speprally, Gator Growl: $263.
•Meals and drinks to entertain
had no knowledge of any of the the University Reporter representative: $120
other expenditures.
'We have absolutely nothing
A front-page story in The Orlando Sentinel said auditors are look- to hide," Torregrosa said. ''I was one
ingintoabout$100,000worthofques- of the people who suggested the sustionable expenditures within the $4.6 pension in the first place."
million Student Government budget.
Torregrosa was refening to the
AllStudentGovemmentexpenditures possibility that the entire UCF Student
must benefit the UCF student body in Government could be suspended by
general to be considered necessary.
UCFofficials,includingDr.JohnHitt,
Andalthoughafinalauditdraft university president.
has not been released, preliminary
''No decision has been made
findingshaveraisedanurnberofques- about the suspension, but it is an options about whether or not certain tion," said Dean McFall, director of
expenditures were prudent. These in- public affairs.
elude:
Tubbs said no decision will be
• $16,400 worth of advertise- made on the question of suspension
ments in the University Reporter, a until Hitt returns to the campus Thursnational college magazine.
day .In the meantime, Tubbs is prepar• 12 laptopcomputers: $41,311. ing a contingency operations plan,
• 100 tickets to the UCF versus should the suspension become a realFSU football game for student gov- ity.
emment officials and their guests:
According to Tubbs, he will
$2,100.
get input from the Univer.sity of
•Apromotional adin the Sigma South Florida since the USF StuChi rush brochure: $800.
dent Government was. suspended
• 2,500 stadium cups for the for a year.
UCF homecoming game, with a logo
However, Tubbs, who has been
of the student body president and vice at UCF for 16 years, said he would
president: $1,143.
probably look favorably upon a plan
•Catering for UCF home foot- used during a previous suspension in
ball games in the Citrus Bowl skJ'box: 1990. During that suspension, town
$844.
hall style meetings took the place of
• Formal dinner table at the regularstudentgovemmentmeetings.
Altamonte Springs 75th anniversary Requests for funds were okayed by a
celebration: $375
IDB;iority vote of the students who
• 20 tickets to the University of attended thesemeetings.
from BUCK, page 1
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COULD YOUR CLUB OR ORGANIZATION USE $200.00?
The Division of Student Affairs and the Office of Student _
Activities know the value of student organizations whose
programs and activities contribute to the overall University
community. The University greatly benefits when student
organizations join together in a common goal.
The Challenge 2000 Program is designed to unite student
organizations in the common goal of creating our campus
environment of the future. This year's challenge for student
organizations is to utilize communication to enhance their
programs and activities . The organization that most
successfully utilizes these skills will receive the Challenge 2000
Award and $200.00!
Applications are available from the Office of Student Activities .
The application deadline is MARCH 8, 1996. For more
information please call 823-6471 ..

ARE VDU UP TO THE l!HALLENQE7
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How Well
Would You
Do On My
Test?
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

CAMPUS

CAB::::
Acnvnn .....
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ATTENTION UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA STUDENTS:
A~e

you going to Daytona Beach for Spring Break?
If so, we'd like to provide you with job search help and interview opportunities at:

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

THE

ANNUAL DAYTONA BEACH BREAK CAREERS ~96 JOB FAIR

2ND

SPRING
March 14th & 15th - 12:00 noon - 4:30PM
The Holiday Inn - Sunspree Resort - 600 North Atlantic Avenue, Daytona Beach, FL
A partial list of some of the employers you'll meet who collectively have
over 500 total job openings:
Andersen Consulting
Boston Whaler
CIGNA
Coronado Paint Company
E&J Gallo Winery
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Envoy Corporation
.GTE
General Electric
Hudson Tool & Die
Jiloty Communications Inc.
John Crane Belfab
Kids "R" Us
M&MMars
Northwestern Mutual Life
Olde Discount Stockbrokers
Premier Industrial Corporation
Rand McNally Company
Terminix Corporation
U.S. Airforce Civilian Personnel Management Center
U.S. Department of Energy
U.S. Coast Guard
U.S. Immigration & Naturalization Service
U.S. Marines
U.S. Peace Corps
U.S. Secret Service
If you would like to attend Careers '96 Daytona, Beach, fax your resume by March 11th to:
(203) 239-3472 - Attn: Susan Lynn Bailey. ·We will contact students by phone and go over all the details.
There is no charge to attend!!
Dress Ccxle: Very Casual Help spread the word!

O-t>inion
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News of the absurd

'

Pat Fox
Opinion
EDITOR
You may have noticed that I
haven't regularly had a column of
late. Notto worry,I'msafeand well.
It's just that advertising thing that
pays the bills. But the result of my
columns being bumped, is that I
have a slue of things that have been
eating away at my sensibilities, so I
think I'll just get them off my chest.
'The Tether was strong," the paper
said.
The tether was strong. Well,
obviously, it was not strong enough,
now was it? lean 't believe this, can
you? $443,000,000 worth of equipment is tied to a nylon string the
thickness of a shoe string, with a
cooper wire in it. And who was the
rocket scientist that came up with
this one? And who exactly paid this
$443,000,000?
Wasthattaxpayermoney,or
some private conglomerate? If it's
taxpayer money, I'm going to want
to slap someone.
And if it's a private firm- that
can afford to throw away nearly half
a billion dollars, well then, I want to
work for them, I bet they could
afford to pay me a couple grand per
issue for a weekly newsletter. I'm in

awe. $443 million dollars worth of
space toy, and they didn't take
enough fuel along to attempt to retrieve it. Oh, but the astronauts were
safe.
Meanwhile, in our own area
of education, lawmakers recently killed an attempt to create stiffer requirements for entrance into Community colleges. The state is spending
several million dollars a year
to provide remedial math and
English classes to students entering college. To the tune of
over 61 % of entering freshman.
Someone, who thought
like I, attempted to make entrnnce requirements the same
for Community Colleges as the
State Universities. Oh, but no.
The powers that be thought that
requiring college prep classes of
High School stu_dents would unduly increase the number of High
School drop-outs.
Well, I'm all for that! By
god, as far as I'm concerned, if a
high school student is not mentally prepared to pass a simple
High School Algebra class .......

· Write for the Opinion section.
Where else can you express yourself
and in the process tick off
e? .
Web Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
E-mail: cffuture@gdi.net
Opinion E-mail: Patfox0590@aol.com
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A sense ·ot community versus socialism
Peter Maxwell
The Christian
Viewpoint
We stress our individuality
so much that we do so at the expense
of community. Our culture has become characterized by superficiality. A fellow student and friend of
mine from another culture described
it to me as 'plastic' people, and what
an accurate perception it is. The
word plastic connotes that something is synthetic, not real, and the
personalities that these 'plastic'
people show are contrived appearances. Over stressed individuality
leads to obsession with conformity,
because the more we stress ourselves,the more insecurity there is,
and the less trust between people.
In contrast, what are the characteri~tics of genuine friendships?
In a genuine friendship conformity
is assumed by the mutual appreciation of one another's individuality
in shared concern and interest. The
sharing is key to genuineness because without it we are islands unto
ourselves that feel compelled to
prove our worth by competition and
presumption. We feel compelled to
prove our worth because we do not
share concern and interest, and are
thus left without affirmation. The
desire for affirmation will either
bond people together into a conµnunity or keep people apart because of

pride and insecurity.
What happens when people
that keep themselves apart try to
function as a community? This
'community' is really just a hollow
structure that works to accomplish
by rules, policy and regulations what
a real community would accomplish by pervasive cooperaFion. The
absence of community affects every aspect of our lives and is a
primary contributor to,social injustice and the decline of liberty.
Many people shy away from
concepts of community based solely
on word association. A real community is the opposite of a communist or socialist state. Socialism takes
social responsibility away from
people, and puts into the hand of an
impersonal political machine. Any
idealism that exists for socialism is
used to maintain the illusion that the
government is working forthe 'common' citizen.
A socialist government really
works for order and maintenance of
government po~er and control, not
people. In other words, socialism
works to perpetuate itself. Socialist
philosophy treats people like obj~ts to control, pacify and keep in
line with what the state dictates.
Socialist philosophy considers

power and control in the hands of
the citizenry, where it should be, as
a threat to the order of society. Welfare policies are for pacification of
the masses and for contributing to
the illusion that the government
works with the best interest of the
citizen in mind.
Unfortunately, our governmentmirrors such problems in many
ways. I think that we should earnestly question any excuses that
politicians make to avoid handing
power back to the public, and refuse
to vote for those that try to maintain
or increase government power. I do
not think that conservative poiiticians are any better than the liberal
ones. The differences between the
two are their illusions, and who's
working for who.
Christians should be careful
about how we are using politicians
so that we are not deceived. Christians are in danger of being deceived in the same way that many
liberals have been. I suspect that
liberal-conservative conflict plays
right into the hands of those seeking
to take power and control away from
people. One segment of the population is deceived into supporting government controlled social changes
whifo the other is deceived into using the government to oppose those
changes so that both are relying on
thegovernmentforcontrol. The lack
of community is responsible for
government machinery in this country because government control is
the option we chose as a people
because we gave up on governing
ourselves.

APOLOGIES
to contributors
whose letters and
articles have been
bumped due to
unexpected space
limitationspatience is a
virtue. Hang tight.

o

Michael Hughes objects to columnists.

o

Steven Shackley talks about Computer
Services.

O David Swartz, Jr. talks about the
endless stream of whines and complaints.

•

•

,

Congratulations
to the UCF basketball team
· for winning the TAAC
tournament and a berth to
NCAA tourney

•
•

•

•

•

More congrats go out to the winners of our ''Meet Collective Soul'' contest
1htcy Balkmn and Heather Stacker were selecred in our rando01 drawing
from over 400 entrits.
- Ten runners-up will receive autographed Collective Soul Posters.
...
The runners-up are: Jennifer Blahnik, Michael~ Justin Badgerow, Crystal FJliott, Sergio Hernandez, JessicaAIIWn, Jean

Thibault, Liz Jennings, Egbert R~ Cindy Shoib (We'll call you when the posters come in)

ADMISSION EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
IN MARCH WITH COLLEGE l.D.
(not valid Lone Star show March 7th)

~ · /.{;~
,

•

l.~

"It's The Hottest 18 & Up Thursday Night Party

11

'

College Concert :

Wet Thunder .
Shirt Contest

LONE STAR·

win $300°0 cash

*THIS THURSDAY NIGHT*
10pm

March 14, 21, 28
'

11

.
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1108 South Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando, Florida
ENTERTAINMENT
COMPLEX

.

I/4 Mile south of East-West Expressway(toll road 408:
on "The Trail" in Downtown Orlando

For Information Call: (407) 843-2934
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Uncivil
5 Item for a cowpoke
10 Stops up
14 "-go bragh!"
15 John of rock
16 Maleficent
17 Minced oath
18 Clearing in a forest
19 Liver secretion
20 False belief
22 Not at all impartial
24 Cheer
25 Workout locales
26 Pertaining to apes
29 Assets
33 Hoosegow
34 Tarkenton of Football
35 Field implement
36 Hoop
37 Liable
38 Turner the singer
39 - out (get with trouble)
40 Mob scene
41 Vertabrae
42 Legendary creature
45 Send _home, in a way

13 Coaster
21 Drench
23 Devilkin
25 Civil War name
26 Hardware item
27 11 -lke 11
28 Worker underground
29 Evidence
30 Horned beast, for short
31 Pigment
32 Baking need
34 Lacy edge
37 Productive
38 Imbalanced, in a way
41 Outdo
DOWN
43 The Wizard of Menlo Park
44 Gain
1 Oboe part
45 Put on
2 Press
47 Noted frontiersman
3 Use the phone
48 Baseball ploy
4 Not transitory
, 49 Dies5 - of Honor
50 Something to fly
6 Apportion
51 Dressed
7 Laurel or Kenton
52 Blackthorn
8 Turf
9 Singly in succession 53 Bye!
54 Perceives
10 Lower in worth
57 Compass letters
11 Rara12 Race distance

46 Pickle flavoring
47 Nonsense!
48 Beach wear
51 Competitions
55 Author Leon
56 Criminal
- 58 Winglike parts
59 Alliance letters
60 Pointless
61 Show of hands
62 Young person
63 Yielded
64 Affirmatives

"I love The Crossword. It

stimulates not only my
mind 'but the UCF student
b_o dy as well."..indirect quote
from UCF President John Hitt

The Answers

"When I stepped out into the bright
sunlight... 11
-C. Thomas Howell
The Outsiders

March 5, 1996
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OSCAR NOMINATIONS RESURRECT
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BRAVEHEART AND THE POSTMAN
by DEAN G. LEWIS
Staff writer

Studio executives call
it something to believe in,
an old-fashioned kick in
the butt meant to resurrect interest and renew the
vigor in their films. Only
certain films find second
lives in the hustle-bustle
world of our industry.
Which films deserve such
honor and attention? Major distributors (CoJumbia, Paramount,
Universal, etc.) have always respected an audience's intelJigence.
The fates of their films lie in the
pockets of moviegoers across the
country. In addition to a user
friendJy reception, certain films
are also influenced by professional opinion, provided
with courtesy from the critics that hound our magazines,
journals and newspapers. But
the most powerful asset for
the distributors is confidence. Strong support for a
film is rewarded with strong
reviews, which, in turn, cul-·
minates in strong dollars. In
the past, Unforgiven, Pulp
Fiction, The Shaw shank Redemption, Forrest Gump
and others have experienced
the glory of an afterlife.
This year, with 10
Oscar
nominations,
Braveheart easily glided to
its third release (Paramount revived it last October). Miramax
pulled The Postman (fl Postino)

from the shelf, renewing the Italian import in time for March.
A harsh and brutal picture,
Brave heart tells the story of William Wallace, a Scottish common
man turned hero (Mel Gibson),
forcefully drawn into a war with
the evil English regime. At the
helm of this tyranny is King Edward I, played to cunning perfection by British actor Patrick
McGoohan.
Gibson's feat here as a director is impressive. From the
opening sequence recounting
Wallace's childhood to the dramatic beauty behind the choreographed battle scenes, Gibson
seeks to defy the inevitable banality found in many of Hollywood's
recent, more conventional epics.
RonHoward'sFarandAway must

be forgotten at once. 1994' s overrated Legends of the Fall was
nothing more than horse opera

soaped up with eye-popping cin- ·
ematography. Gibson, being a realist, turns away from these two
films to offer a story molded in
adventure and heart. Now and
then, he takes his time and adds a
little grandness to go along with it.
The Postman (fl Postino ),
in Italian with English subtitles, is
an adequately engaging tale of a
shy and timid son of a fisherman
who, after his father encourages
him to find work, embarks on a
mail delivery route that takes him
to the retreat of exiled Cilean poet,
Pablo Neruda.
Michael Radford directs in
gentle gestures which understates
the story's profound poetic charm. .
Massimo Troisi (he died shortly
after completing the film) gives a
performance that ultimately sucCt!mbs to an emotional high
near the end, offering an
unforgettable portrait of a
·man beset by his own emotions, a man hindered by a
lifetime of introversion and
modesty. ·
After we sense the
impact Neruda's work has
on Mario (Troisi), the friendship between these two men
transcends sentimentality to
give us a compelling
glimpse into the love of language. In adapting Antonio
Skarmeta's Burning Patience, the screenwriters
have fused together a bold
translation oflife, of poetry,
of a friendship between two men,
and of the women they love.
Braveheart premiered last

•

•
•

•

•
~rtesy/

PARAMOUNT

Mel Gibson's Braveheart (above) garnered 10 Oscar
nominations. The film has had 2 theatrical re-releases and
is scheduled for video release on March 12.
May at the start of the summer
movie season. While most critics
applauded Gibson's film, its earnings tell another story. Raking in
over 75 million so far, it is easily
one oft he biggest successes in the
last year.
The Postman was not too
far behind; it debuted on screens
in early June. Miramax Pictures
initiated a fierce ad campaign late ·
last year for the film, in hopes of
garnering several Oscar nominations. The tactic worked, and it
awarded the I.iterate film 5 nods
including one for best picture,
making it the first foreign import
nominated in that category since
Ingmar Bergman's Cries and Whispers (ViskingarOchRop) in 1972.

The Australian Babe, another best picture nominee,_ is still
playing in some theaters. Universal has not yet ...i~dded if it should
re-release Apollo 13 in New York
City ar.d r OS Angeles, since the
picture is ~lready on video. As for
Ang Lee's Sense an.d Sensibility,
Columbia has spurred talk expanding it onto athousand screens;
considerably up from its 700 figure.
Maybe the re-releases of
lesser-known, smaller films (The
Postman, Babe ) will bring in
more dollars at the box office and
in time, earn proper followings
for these pictures while showing
what quality cinema is all about.

·of
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Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you
to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's®the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

C1995

SU:!:~.:':"

Each tablet contains 200 mg of caffeine, equal to al:'.>out two cups of coffee. Use only as directed

Revtvewith
•

SPRING BREAK IS ALMOST HERE!
~i\\

t

Newt~

~moncde

£ <f (1oif. i~ yov'r~ roor)

· IOo/o off

w/ Student l.D.

.ik

-=
=75 E. Colonial Dr.
Downtown Orlando
407-83 9-0077
UNITY...
THEE HIPPEST
PLACE IN TOWN!

Because today is
mystery meat day.

It's everywhere
you want to be~

0

v ... U .S.A. Inc. 1995
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Theantre UCJF givffi
by LAURA BUNDY
Theater critic
It would have been over 20
years ago, a certain alumnus tells me,
that UCF students with little to do on
a tiny campus took their dates to the
University Theater. There were no
cinemas near campus, nor a Wild
Pizza for evening activities, so the
Theater building, used for classes during the day, became a movie house at
night One particular night, the alumnus, then a microbiology major,
walked hand in hand with a sociology
major to see a romantic musical, starring Richard Harris and Vanessa
Redgrave. Those two students, now a
doctor and an executive, are long since
married and divorced, butoneofthem,
my father, still looks back fondly on
the night he took my mother to see the
movie version of Camelot at the Uni-

versity Theater.
Since its Broadway debut in
1960, Camelot has always had a special
place in the hearts of Americans, ineluding the late President Kennedy.
Combining a romantic view of nobility
with the realities of human desire and,
of course, melodies you hum for days
after the show, this Lerner & Lowe
dassic gets no less than the royal treatrnent in a lovely productlon by Theatre
UCF.
While the mythology of the
KnightsoftheRoundTable-"might
forright,'"'aneworderofchivalry"is well-known, it is Alan Jay Lerner's
treatment of the legend, in Camelofs
book and lyrics, that makes this version
9f the story so memorable. Based on
T.H. White's novel The Once and Future King, Camelot tells how King
Arthur,reluctantbutgcxxl-hearted,creates a new kingdom of nobility and

DIVE THE FLORIDA KEYS!
· Special Student Rates:
$20 Snorkel trip ($5 savings)
$25 SCUBA trip ($12.50 savings)
4 hour - 2 location trips

Come have fun in the sun,
enjoy our beautiful coral reefs!

limy Slate's

AMORAY DIVE RESORT
Key Largo, Florida -- call for details

1-800-426-6729
Accommmodations available upon request.
Equipment not included -- rental available.
Coupon valid for up to 4 people Offer expires December 20, 1996

GnmeRof ·fue royall lbrmtment

6

peace with the help of his beloved ful energy into the role of Guenevere.
Queen Guenevere and the teachings Playful and passionate, this womanof Merlin. The Round Table's fame girl is believable and likeable as she
spreads through the land, even to capturestheheartsofArthur,Lance1ot
France, where Lancelot hears of the and the court. Although struggling
order and speeds to Camelot, pledg- with lyrics here and there, Manning's
ing his devotion to Arthur. When sweet, feminine yoice is thoroughly
Guenevere and Lahcelot fall in love, enjoyable, whetMr ro~ping through
however, Arthur is forced to guell 'The Lusty Month of May," or with
thoughts ofanger and revenge for the delicate sobs in ''Before! Gaze at You
good of the civilized world he has Again." Although the chemistry becreated.
tween Williams and Manning is
Timothy Williams, as Arthur, charming, she is just as capable on her
leads the show in one of his finest own,bringingtolifeGuenevere'spain
performances at Theatre UCF. In a as well as her happiness.
role where an actor cannot afford to
Mike Tarquine, as Lancelot,
come up short, Williams is every- - struggles with his French accent and
thing Arthur should be: decent, genu- his pitch, but manages to bring out the
ine, loving and frustrated. His come- character's suffering, pain and silent
dictirningandromanticattitudemake love for Guenevere. For "If Ever I
his scenes with Guenevere a treat, Would Leave You," he rises to the
and his excellent voice commands occasion, faking his range respectattention, whether in the funny "I ably. David Eck, as Modred, is devilWonder What the King is Doing ish and slippery, but also has a few
Tonight," or the touching "How to uncomfortable moments in which he
Handle a Woman."
seems whiny.
His most outstanding scenes,
Visually, theprcxluctionis both
however, are dramatic ones. beautiful and accurate. Lighting in
Williams's Arthur ages, painfully, shades of lavender and blue suggest
over the course of the play, and the the far away, fantastical time, while
moments in which he seems defeated the costumers have rightly resisted the
are truly heart-breaking. The mono- temptation to add too much glitter to
logue at the end of Act I perfectly these medieval chruqcters. The set
showcases this young actor's abili- itselfis versatile and relies on details to
ties. Tormenting himself over his create a locale: thrones and banners
loveforGuenevere,Lancelotand his fortheGreatHall,flowersandaswing
kingdom, Williams is as earthy and for the May picnic. For the larger
emotional as any man could be, and prcxluction numbers, the ensemble
as civilized and majestic·as any king. looks and sounds excellent, filling tlte
A newcomer to Theatre UCF, stage with activity and melcxly.
Christine Manning breathes youthThe pr~uction's short-

comings are few but important The
primary battle fought by the show is
with the facility, as the construction of
theUniversityTheaterdidnotinclude
space for a pit orchestra. For Camelot,
the orchestra is amplified and offstage, and although the actors see the
conductor on a monitor, they have no
eye contact This situation may account for some of the tempo difficulties, especially in 'The Lusty Month
of May." The s0und equipment also
causes the orchestra, though largely
capable, to drown out dialogue on
stage.
Other questionable situations
includetheuseofaccents, which are
often forgotten or overdone, and the
exclusion of "Fie on Goodness."
Sung by the knights to. vent their
frustrations with chivalry, the song
marks the emotional and spiritual
deterioration of the Round Table.
Rather than being sung by the male
ensemble, which proves itself capable in other numbers, selected
lyrics from the song are spoken by
the knights, and the momentum of
the second act stalls.
Yet none of these problems
keeps Camelot from being a delight
and a success. Williams's powerful
voice and presence, his chemistry
with Manning (a lovely voice in her
own right) and the charming ensemble of knights, lords and ladies
make Theatre UCF' s treatment of
this wonderful show a must-see.
Take a date; you'll walk out humming, hand in hand. For tickets and
information, call 823-2861.
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reviews of current flicks on video

Universal

**
Assassins
(R, Warner, March 12) '

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Sure, I love gunfights and
Sly kicking butt. Sure, I wouldn't
mind seeing Desperado again.
But, this is not the movie to do so.
FiTst of all, the screenplay
is down-right awful. So much so,
that you can almost imagine how
this loser scripted this thing. It's
like a read-a-long. The one no-no
in writing for flicks is not to write
like each of the characters (i.e. the
villian) know what the other is
doing, saying or feeling. Well,
not in Assassins. Basically one
ass, a mentally-displaced and
envy-ridden physcopath
played by Antonio Banderas
and the other ass, a guiltless
loner with an evolving conscience (a, uu,um, acted by
Sly Stallone) -try to beat each
other to the same target. The
big plot development, however, is when the target becomes one of them. Ingenious.
All the stops are pulled
in this one and the final straw
forme was picked when Banderas
slowly walks through the street
carrying a rifle case, suspiciously
similar to a number of scenes in
both El Mariachi's.
112 Clockers
(R, MCNUniversal, March 12)
Spike Lee usually equals
some kind of message. In Clockers, he gives you a dose of drugs.
Spike shocks you immediately
withsomegraphic, up-closeshots
ofbullet-ridden bodies-the most

***

stomach pleasing being a silver bullet lodged between a victim's lower
gums.
It must be nice for Spike to
hire John Turturro in a supporting
role. He simply plays a detecti~e
along side Harvey Keitel. Newcomer MekhiPhiferactsas thefilm' s
target subject. After the drug boss
politely asks him to "take care" of
another drug dealer, Keitel pursues
Phifer for the murder.
Message becoming, society
is drawn together to revolt against
this hatred and disrespect of mankind. Raw language and mean conversation hype up the mood ofClockers and the energy the cast gives off
shows in its wrap-up. The drug
scenes express the most destructJon, and all of the chaos the story
exhibits somehow turns Clockers
into a positive direction, filmmaking as well as message wise.

6441 E. COLONIAL DRIVE 275-2000

X 228

MA.Ed. & ED.D. IN EDUCATION
warner

than a really long Pepsi commercial, dialogue reminiscent of Ray
C~arles' ballads. But, man, do I
love watching Pepsi commercials.
112 Muriel's Wedding
(R, Miramax, March 12)
A revolting, ugly, fat girl
ferociously dreams about getting
married. Along with her family of
lump nothings, Muriel is an obsessed loser. Her problem: she enters every wedding boutique she
sees, tries on dresses and takes
phony pictures of herself for her
scrapbook.
Muriel is played by Toni
Collete and except for her
dreadful overbite, she tightly
fits her role. Spunky and exciting, she sqmehow seemed to be
having more fun on screen than
I was having for the first half
hour I watched. After the same
storyline countlessly built upon
itself, I didn't much care if she
ever got married.
Muriel's Wedding, in an
offbeat kind of way, is funny.
warner The comedy, however, gets dry
quicker than its Australian air, and
FairGame
(R', Wam er, March 5)
goes overboard with the stale huLong after man destroys the mor (the whole ABBA soundtrack
earth, one woman should remain thing was cut~ for about 45 min.,
behind to keep whatever' s left in the but, man, 90 min. of that crap can
universe happy. Might I suggest get annoying).
Cindy Crawford. She can't act, but Also due out March 5-12:
Cindy sure can captivate an audi- Ace Ventura: When Nature Calls,
ence. Your typical on-screen game Braveheart, The Brother's
of cops and robbers has as much McMullen, The Baby-sitters Club,
respect for itself as a movie than any Moonlight and Valentino, A Walk
straight-to-video fare does.
in the Clouds
Fair Game is nothing more
•Reviews by Derek Krause

**

**
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•Large, New Graduate School Campus
• Oustanding Faculty
• Small Student-Teacher Ratio
•Convenient SATURDAY Classes
• Continous Enrollment
•Six Week Terms
•Complete course work in 15 months
• Affordable
• Financial Assistance available for those
who qualify
•Next class starts Saturday
March 23, 1996

FOR INFORMATION AND
APPLICATIONS
Call Noel Hansen
Director of Admissions

"I thought college was supposed to

be fun?"

Are you Experiencing:
Depression Poor Grades Test Anxiety Relationship Problems
Academic Pressure Social Isolation Poor Self Image
Poor Self Confidence Parent Pressure Eating or Sleeping Problems

Dr. George Schulz has been providing confidential
counseling services for over 15 years. As a clinical and
school psychologist he is well aware of the pressures
associated with maintaining good grades, making and
keeping relationships, and making career decisions .
Flexible Appointment Hours Available:
George Schulz Ph.D
University Oaks
11875 High Tech Ave. Suite 200
Orlando, Florida 32817

407 384-6018
(located behind the Holiday Inn, off of University Blvd.)

ATTENDANTS

"Sometimes we just need someone to talk to."

•

YOUR open TICKET to ADVENTURE .
•
•

•
•

•
•

Discover a career with a world of difference at United Airlines. Our fantastic growth and increased
flight schedules have created new opportunities for domestic Flight Attendants.
The high-energy individuals we seek must be at least 19 years of age, a high school graduate, between
5'2" and 6' and have the legal right to accept employment in the United States. To better serve the
needs of our culturally diverse passengers, we are looking for individuals who are bilingual in
English and at least one of our select languages. You must be willing to relocate and enjoy helping
customers.
You'll have the world at your feet as you travel to interesting destinations across the United States. Plus
receive an exceptional compensation plan with travel privileges for you and your immediate family. For
more information, please attend our
OPEN HOUSE INTERVIEWS

•

Tuesday, March 5
Wednesday, March 6, 1996

9:00am, l2:00pm, 3:00pm
Radisson-Barcelo Hotel
8444 lntemalional Dr.
Orlando, FL
Reach all your destinations with United Airlines! Seating is limited, so please anive early. H unable to
attend, pleaae call (847)952-7200 for future Open House dates and locations. UAL is an equal opportunity employer m/f/d/v.

t•

UNITED AIRLINES
.A real DEPARTURE from the ORDINARY

Classified

The Central Florida Future

Club Info
Are you a Veteran, dependent, or
just interested in hanging around
with veterans having fun and
helping the community?
Join The Student Veteran
Association.
For info Call 823-2707
Do you like to have fun & want to
learn about wellness? Join
S.W.A.T. Student Advocate team.
Every Wed. 3pm for more info call
Wellness center x5841

Free Long Distance Phone
Service: No change in current
carrier while earning substantial
weekly income. Contact Gladys
at 380-3075
UCF Cert. Diver to assist UCF
Dive program. Free trips and adv.
instruction. Call (407)770-6085
A
GREAT PLACE
To Work In 1996

Sprint/United Telephone a leader
in the telecommunications
industry, is now staffing for the
new year. Its TELECENTER,
located in Research Park, adjacent
to the UCF campus.
Sherwood Forest imed occ. 3/2 2/2
Part-time/Full-time positions
dmv prop 657-1967 1 800 929-4403
available.
We are loooking for highly
2 br/2 bath apt. off Goldenrod.
motivated candidates with
NS, quiet, no pets. $235 + 1/2 util
excellent verbal skills and
Matt or John 673-2871
computer literacy.

For Rent

Help Want ed
$1750 weekly possible, mailing
our circulars. For info call 301306-1207
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send

SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051
100 People Wanted: We pay you

to lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days. Call
380-2549
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRINGSfudents needed! Entry-level &
career positions available world
wide. Call Resort Employment
Services (206)971-3600 ext
R54181
VALET PARKING POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

must have clean driving record
great personality & customer
service oriented
Call Guest services management
481-0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
andu

Lose

Weight
California
Doctor Discovers:
Medical KWght
L.oss capsule.
Safely bums fat,
reduces appetite
&inc~ energy!

SPRINT offers;
*Paid fortune 500 sales training
*Flexible work schedules
* $7/hr. plus bonus
*Opportunity for regular employment
*Professional work environment
TWO LOCATIONS' AVAILABLE
Maitland and Research Park, just
· south ofUCF
For appointment call:
Sprint Employment
(407)661-0206
EOE

CRUISE SHIPS lllRINGEarn up to $2,000+/month.
World travel. Seasonal & full-

For S3le

Singles

time positions. No exp. necessary. For info. call 1-206-9713550 ext. C54184

Moving, must sell leather sofa &
loveseat w/ matching tables.
$500 obo Call 384-5777

FLORIDA SINGLES
BOOKLOVERSCONNECTION
862-7677

Call 1-800-252-2757

Only $39.95 Money Back Guarantee

)

Office Assistant-Part time needed
'91 Toyota Celica STX Black,
for small busy office. Must be
tint win, spoiler, ale, auto, 47k
familiar with MS works, Type
mi. $ 8900 365-3823
40wpm, and have excellent phone J--=~:--~~~-:-'."'.':':"rr-;:;--1
skills. 3 flex days/week, 9-5.
'83 Toyota Celica. Auto/AC
Alternative Spring Break- 5 days,
Stereo, sun-roof. Great CondiBilingual a plus. 673-3331
music, dance, yoga. Missouri
tion. $850. Call 382-9830 Wang
Valet Runner
Osarks, Vegetarian meals $145
*Largest Co. in Central Florida
800-896-2387
*I-Drive, Downtown, Winter
Park
Prestige Travel Service
Baily's special limited program
*Guaranteed & Flexible shifts
365-5817 or 800-344-2990 Lisa
for students and residents. Call
*Great money $6-$12.Hr.
Call for lowest rates on ski pkgs,
Walter 297-8400.
*19 years of age
cruises,the Carribean, & Mexico.
*Call 849-0670 9-5 M-F
Discounts for UCF students.
KCO Inc.Typing $1.50 678-6735

Travel

Phone Reps.
Day or evening/\\'.eekend schedules. Don't let your education be
the only item on your resume.
Work for a Fortune 500 Company
and start building your career
today.
* $7 .00 Hr. base salary
* Paid training
* Paid Vacation
* Monthly Bonus
* Professional Environment
* Service Bonus

FREE

Prepaid calling cards $.19 per/
min, 24 hrs/day, 365 days. All
50 states+ Puerto Rico. Call
273-0780 for more info.

Lowest Prices! Spring Break
Specials to Cancun. All inclusive pkgs. 5 days/4 nights inc.
airfare. Starting at $549 per
person
\

TODD M. FACELLO

Licensed Massage Therapist
MA#0019467

We are currently recruiting to fill '
50 positions through the 18th of
March at our UCF/Research Park .
facility. Call Amy at
NORRELL SERVICES
today for an immediate interview!
875-9675

(407) 899-4859 • Pager
)

Internet Income. National
Intemei Service provider seeks
local sales people. Commissions,
bonuses, residuals. Full time/Part
time. Call 673-3747

Work From Home pit, flt
$500-$1500
Call 672-4356

>

YEAST INFECTION Research Study
Opportunity for qualified women to participate in a ~ationwide research study
sponsored by a major phannaceutical company. ·
'

HOW CAN YOU QUALIFY?

)

_

If you are a female 18 years of age and older and have at least one symptom
(other than discharge) of yeast vaginitis and have not recently,begun treatment.

Until Robots replace Humans

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

...your plasma will always be needed

Free study related medical care (physical exam, pelvic examination &
laboratory evaluations) and study medication. Payment up to $100.00
Call For An Immediate Appointment 7 Days a Week

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

ORLANDO CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
407-240-7878

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for bums,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

S T UDENT SPECIAL

Ultra CitriSlim
To order one month supply

March 5, 1996

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

"We will compensate you for your time when giving the gift of life"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

I0 visits for $25.00 w/1.D.
across from UCF

Call for information and/or appointment

273-5419

1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL
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_For Sale
_Singles
Cash

_Services
_Tutors
Check

_Autos
_Roommates

_Club Info
_Help Wanted

}

_lost & Found
_Other

Amount$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~ould like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs. during the Fall and Spring
Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior),_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and a1umni. $3 per line for all others. Each character in a
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Champions: UCF to put on dancing shoes
TAACtournamentmembersLedonGreen,Scott
the Camels found themselves down 23-0 with as ever.
over12minutesgonebybeforefinallygettingan
''We weren't expected to be here in the Farley, the TAAC's leading rebounder, and
Kennedy looked up and saw a pair of Lion Andre King jump hook to open their scoring.
first place. We weren't supposed to beat South- Reggie Elliott, the TAAC's leading scorer, it
defenders getting right in his face. Kennedy,
The Camels had no quit in them, how- eastern. Why should we be nervous? What have didn't take long forthat thoughtto sink in. It took
with the Knights still down two and time ticking, ever.as they usedfourfirsthalftreys by Fitzpatrick we got to lose?" Speraw explained when asked even less time for Mercer to do something about
. it. In less than 40 seconds, three point bombs by
stepped back and took a 20 footer right in front to draw them within 14 at halftime. Aside from how his team was so loose.
ofpressrow. Theshothitnothingbutbottomand Fitzpatrick's efforts, Campbell was3of23from
. Chris West opened the biggest game of Elliott and Farley cut it to five, and freshman
place went crazy. SLUhoped to catch acelebrat- the field, making their deficit seem minute com- .his lifewithalayup, giving UCFtheallimportant ShaneFrankshitoneoftwofreethrowstocutthe
ing UCF team sleeping and quickly inbounded pared to what it could have been. They came out firstpoints.Neitherteamshowed thejitters many point spread to four. UCF was being tested once
the ball. Their strategy backfired, though, and counting their lucky stars in the second half and expected from small conference squads getting again.
Poise, determination and a love for one
junior Rico Grant watched helplessly as the ball made the most ofthe tiny window ofopportunity their shot in the spotlight. The game swung back
rolled out of bounds, talcing all of the Lions' UCF left open for them, going on a 21-10 run to and forth, featuring sixteen lead changes and six another had brought UCF this far. It was those
hopes with it. Eric Riggs made two free throws cut a Central Florida lead that had been 25 down ties. The Golden Knights had the last say, going same feelings that kept them from falling apart.
to close the scoring, as the Knights culminated a to three.
on a 7-2 run to end the half. Kennedy came up After playing give and take with a Bear squad
15-4 run in the final 1: 13 to secure a huge 83-80
The team began to get complacent.and clutch again, knocking down a trey and a long that was just as hungry as they were, UCF faced
upset in front of 3,511 disbelieving fans.
possibly doubted themselves before looking deep jumper, to give UCF a five point lead - their the loss of their on-court leader and stabilizer
'"This one was for the seniors," said an exu- inside them and finding the resiliency they had biggest of the game - heading into the locker Stacey Castle. With Castle on the bench, and the
game still in the balance, the Knights faced
berantStacey Castle, who tied a career high with built up during all the tough times the team had room .
10 assists to go along with his eight points. ''We faced this season. Early morning runs and tough
''Coach told us in the lockerroom that we adversity one last time. Senior Reid Keneler
couldn't let them go out like that Our team has practices, Abel
won thefirst half, stepped up and drew a big charge that forced
come together, and we're not going to let our Herrera's injury,
but that the sec- Elliott to the bench with five fouls. Another
seniors down. I'd like to congratulate these- tight and heartondhalfwasO-O defensive stop got the board into Traina' s hands.
niors."
breaking losses
and we had to Green fouled him and was disqualified, and the
Howard Porter was one of those seniors and demoralizing
scratch and fight local product from Lake Mary got two more free
who made sure he was not playing his final blowout defeats
and come out throws to put the game on ice.
It was a matter of time before UCF's
game. Porter, who was named to the all-touma- all came to mind
with the same
struggles
were rewarded. Holding hands on the
ment team, came up with a monster effort, and UCF juiced it
level ofintensity
bench
showed
a nationwide audience the heart
tallying21pointsandcollectingacareerhigh19 · all, wentonaspurt
to win it. He'd
rebounds.
to ·put their lead
told us all along this team has. Storming onto the court as the first
''I told the guys that if they tried hard and backindoublefigthat good teams team officially qualified for the NCAA Tournagaveittheirall,goodthingswouldhappen.They , ures and sent the
· always win one ment was poignant in that UCF was one of the
did, and that's why we'll be playing again," game out of
p11o1oiso1.AREs
they shouldn't last teams you would think would make it Chris
Porter said.
Campbell'sreach. Eric Riggs hits on two of his 12 points
and two they West's tears of joy at game's end reminded the
Andplayagaintheywould.\ll"Fsho.ved The closest the against Mercer in the TAAC finale.
should. We'd nation what March Madness was all about
up for their second round match with CampbeJl Camels would come in the game's last eight beat SLU, which no one thought could happen, Dreams realized. An improbable outcome to a
with one thing on their mind- victory. The last minutes was seven, which they accomJ!>llShed and now it was up to us. We were halfway there." disappointing season shows there's a light at the
time the Knights saw Campbell, the Camels with 13 seconds left in UCF's eventual 80-71
The players had bought into Speraw's end of every tunnel. Where the Knights will be
were nmning off the floor at t}ie TJCF Arenfi., victory.KennedyledtheKnightswith 18,butit philosophies,sobythispointitwasjustamatter heade<l and who they'll be playing is still a
having stolen a 70-69 victory on a halfcourt wasTonyMarlowwhosteppeditupandwasthe ofapplyingthem. Theyopenedupan 8-2runas mystery, but one thing is for certain, they'll be
buz7.er-beaterbyfreshmanguardJimFitzpanick. key finisher with a career high 15 points and 6 Castledrilledhissecondtrifectaoftheballgame headed there together. Will they have a chance in
to give UCF a47-36 lead. The crowd roared as the dance?
TheKnightscameoutwithamindsetthat rebounds.
heartbreak was not going to happen again. All''I was just in the right place at the right UCF' s Brad Traina hit his second of three treys
''Everybody'shuman,"saidTAACTourTournament selection Eric Riggs knocked out a time," Marlow said. "All it takes is a little hustle. on the afternoon to spear the Knights to a 16 point nament MVP Harry Kennedy. ''We can't be
jumper to open the scoring, and Kennedy put a __ It was a team effort." _
lead.
intimidated. We'vegottotakeittothem with the
pair of treys in their place. The second one came
That was the basic attitude UCF took into
Mercer had one final push in them. With same intensity we normally would. Stranger
while being fouled, so Kennedy calmly strolled the TAAC championship final, to be played in 4:40 to go, the Bears looked on the scoreboard things have happened.''
out and drained the free throw. With 15:57 front of 4,083 screaming fans, and a national and saw that they were about to be whitewashed
Yeah.UCFprovedthatinthe19%TAAC
remaining in the half, UCF had a 9-0 lead and television audience on ESPN. With the cameras for the second consecutive year. With the strong Tournament.
was pleased with their fast start. Campbell con- rolling and television crews from all three major seniqr class of
tinued to struggle from the field, and as a result networks vying for a scoop of UCF' s run at an Mercer which inof their
r shootin and UCF' s tou h defense, im robable title, the Kni hts came out as loose cluded
AU-
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florida Gtrus Sports is looking for interns
0 Florida Citrus Sports, one of the most successful and proactive sports organizations in
the country, is currently accepting resumes for internships for the 1996-97 year. The
schedule is flexible and they are looking for the following:
•Two flex-time interns for current semester
• One full-time intern for the Summer, Fall and Spring
•Two flex-time interns for the Summer, Fall and Spring
0 These interns will assist in all facets of media relations for events produced by Florida
Citrus Sp0tt'{ such as:
• 1997 CompUSA Florida Citrus Bowl game
• 1996 Olympic games and soccer competition
,,
/ ·
• Florida/Georgia High School All-Star Game
• Dowdy Aviation Football Classic (Wake Forest vs. Florida State) 0 '
1
•Olive Garden Baseball Classic
'
•Burger King Half-Marathon & Hooters 5K
• NFL exhibition game

S5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
wI valid student ID
for dine-in or take out only

Located across fro11 U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping Center

0 Background requested:
Students majoring in Communications, Journalism or Mass Communications related
fields. Also, computer experience with IBM compatible software.
0 Applications for Summer and Fall internships should be in by March 29, 1996. Applications for Spring 1997 should be in no later than October 1.1, 1996.
0 Please fmward letter of application and resume along with the names and phone numbers of three references to:
Jack Helig

We Deliver!

Florida Citrus Sports
One Citrus Bowl Place
Orlando, FL 32805-2451
(407) 423-2476

Monday - Friday II ~ 5
All Day and Night Saturday
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Knights defy the odds,
conquer TAAC tourney
Louisiana Lions on Thursday night,
the Golden Knights were fueled
completely by intensity and desire.
Feelin' the Blues
With the final
After falling behind
55-42 on a thunderPlease note! Any fan mail
ing jam by Jason
and letters of complaint or praise
Winningham, with
addressed toaMr. Wayne Gretzky
15 minutes to play,
please foiward to St. Louis, MisUCF worked their
souri. Mr. Gretzky has left the
swarmedthecourt,let•
way back into the
building!
ting the emotions of
...~
game by forcing
What else will L.A. lose?. the epic journey they
turnovers and husThe city of Los Angeles has fell
had just experienced ~=====;;;;;;;;;;;;;m.-.-- tling for loose baUs.
victim to the Rams, Raiders and
during the three-day
However, with 1: 13
even OJ. in less than a year.
TAAC tournament flow freely.
left in the game, UCF looked like
Now the Great One has
UCF set out for the J. Ollie
they were finished, as a pair of Troy
packed his bags and headed east. Edmunds Center with high expecGreen free throws gave the Lions a
Gretzky once shocked the world
tations and were inspired by the
seemingly insurmountable 76-69
when he left Edmonton in 1988 for
fact that no one besides the team's
lead. UCF fought back by convertL.A. and altered Nlil... history formembers believed they could sucing on every possession and forcing
ever.
ceed.
the Lions to win it from the line.
So what does L.A. get for
According to head coach
Twenty-seven seconds remained as
one of the greatest players in
Kirk Speraw, who ran his career
SLU guard Avery Anderson stepped
hockey? Patrice Tardif, Craig TAAC tournament mark to 6-1, the
up to the line with his team nursing
Johnson and Roman Vopat. Who,
fact that UCF wasn't expected to
an 80-78 advantage and complied
who and who? Oh yeah, and a first
survive past the first round worked
with destiny by missing both free
round draft pick in '97. Granted,
in the Knights favor by allowing
throws. Howard Porter rebounded
he's probably past his prime and at them to remain loose and play with
the miss and set up one of the most
the brink of retirement, but what I a reckless abandon and intensity
exciting moments in UCF basketphoto/SOLARES
about the four Stanley Cups he's
that can only come _when a-squad
ball history. Porter fired the outlet
won, the multiple league MVP's has nothing to lose.
UCF Golden Knights head coachKirk Speraw continued on
pass to Stacey Castle, who found
and record-setting goals. This man
his TAAC Tournament success taking his second title in
In the opener against the
once scored 92 goals and amassed
see CHAMPIONSHIP, page 15 three years. Speraw is also now 6-2 in tournament action.
third-seeded, highly favored SE
212 points in one season.
But it goes to prove that one
man can't carry a team. Let's face
it, other than Gretzky, the L.A.
They wereona mission to prove standiilg between a lifelong dream
Kings are horrible. The Kings are
the doubters wrong; to prove their and the end of a collegiate career. His
dethroned, but the hot subject now
regular-season record of 8-18 meant 11pointsand11 reboundsinthechamis what can Wayne do for the
only
that they would knock-off a top- pionship game ensured to his teamBlues? St.Louisiscurrently fourth
seeded opponent in the TAAC tourna- mates that he was in it to win it.
in their conference and 12 points
And finally, the inspiration to
ment.
behind Chicago for the third spot.
_ Grab your -partner, friend 0r if it wasn't said it's the thought that
Playing with a "nothing to lose" the Golden Knights, Abel Hererra. A
The Blues' current star is
foe, spin 'em around now do-si-do.
attitude, Speraw's spoilers seemed seasonendinginjury, which happened
counts.
sharpshooter Brett Hull, who
more
relaxed in the tournament then on an intentional foul, guaranteed
The
next
hump
the
Golden
played a large part in acquiring
It's a goal every college basket- Knights needed to get over was the they had all season. A loose team is a Hererra a sideline view. With his
Gretzky. The two are close friends
ball team sets its sights on. It's a second-seeded Fighting Camels of dangerous team, and the Golden crutches acting as a constant reminder
and once were teammates earlier
reward that can only be achieved Campbell University. A 23-0 run to Knights were pelforming their own that a dream had been shattered, he
in their careers. This tandem can
through hard work and determination open the game helped UCF get com- stunts.
never let it affect his loyalty to his
be extremely scary, to say the least.
Jt' s whatcollege basketballisallabout fortable on the court. But comfort
teanunates or his will to win. AlThe
86-77
victory
over
Mercer
Gretzky, who has become the preThey call it "The Big Dance."
nearly cost them.
catapulted the UCF basketball pro- though he was lacking two healthy
mier passer in the league, will be
For the second time in UCF
After waiting for more than 12 graminto living rooms throughout the legs, Hererra was rarely seen sitting.
feeding one of the premier shoot8chool history the Golden Knights are minutes to score their first ba8ket, the country. As the lead into Sportscenter His sideline enthusiasm was inspiring
ers in the league. Comparisons are
going to the NCAA 64-team tourna- Camels fought their way back into the and later featured in the program, the as was the sight of his teammates
already being made to other great
ment
game, eventually reducing the lead to Golden Knights became celebs. And boosting him toward the rim for the
duos such as; Mickey Mantle and
After finishing the regular sea- three points with 11 :38 left to play. I'msurel'm not the only one with it on traditional cutting of the net
Roger Maris, Michael Jordan and
son well-short of .500, the UCF UCFthen went on an 11-4 runoverthe tape.
It was a historic day in UCF
Scottie Pippen, Kareem Atxlualhoopsters brought their 8-18 record to next 3:08, leading to a free-throw
That's the beauty ofthe confer- sports history. How lucky we fans
Jabbar and Magic Johnson.
the TMC tournament and shocked contest which the; Golden Knights ence tournament, everyone has a were that ESPN and 540 The Team
But if there were anything
the conference. dominated. Freshman guard Eric chance. A team comes together and were on the scene to allow those who
that came out of Gretzky's stay in
The second-season had begun. Riggs went 6 for 6 from the line down plays as one, players step-up their couldn't be in attendance to bea part of
L.A., he did lead the team to the
And it's no secret that in the second- the stretch while freshman swingrnan level of play, coaches dig deep into such an outstanding accomplishment.
Stanley Cup finals in 1993, but
season previous games mean nothing. Brad Traina nailed 3 of 4 to seal the their archives for that perfect speech But as a faithful listener of WUCF' s
that accomplishment was far overIt's survival of the hungriest
victory. Who says freshmen can't they wrote years ago, waiting for the covereage of UCF sports, I was truly
shadowed by his four rings with
UCF head coach Kirk Speraw handle pressure. Two down, a cham- special occasion to recite it the same disappointed to find the game on tapethe Edmonton Oilers. Though most
delay five hours later. It seems the
way they did in the mirror.
laid his philosophy on his players pionship to go!
importantly, he sparked the interoperawasabitmoreimportantthanan
when he told them that the winner of
The fifth-seeded Mercer Bears
est of hockey in the state of ~ali
And then there are the seniors. NCAA tournament berth. A fat lady
the tournament would win a game were all that sto6d between UCF and
fomia, which led to franchises in
singingduringoneofthebiggestgames
they're not supposed to win ...and then TAAC title. It was a title-game that Who wants it more than them?
An~eim and San Jose.
It was obvious what senior for- in UCF basketball history? OUCH!
twomore.Asitturnsoutthatisexactly few expected to see, but many had a
ward Reid Ketteler wanted from the Now that the net has been cut and the
whathappened,andeveninthatorder. chance to watch.
And to cap it off, as if this
As the sixth-seed in the tournaWithESPN on thesidelineand opening tip of the season. His hard bill foritfrom cros.Ytownri val Stetson
whole saga isn't being written by
ment, the Golden Knights were slated the game being announced by former play has given him many scars to tell University is in the mail, there's only
some 2 lst century storyteller,
to face the third-seeded SE Louisiana UCF coach Joe Dean, the stage was his grandchildren about. Senior one thing to do: Wait!
Gretzky got a breakaway in his
It's often said that good things
Lions, who had a solid season and set It was a small conference champi- Howard Porter, who averaged a
first game with the Blues last
easily would've held the top-seed in onship being played in a small gym in double-double throughout the tourna- oometothosewhowait Well,ifdancThursday rught. Did he score, you
the tournament had they not blown front of a small crowd. Three smalls ment, showed the quest he was on ingwithKentucky, UConn, UMassor
ask? What do you think!
their final two regular-season games. were the key ingredient for one big when he scored 21 points and ripped Kansas rums out to be a good thing,
down 19 boards in theGolden Knights then I'll pick up the tab for the net
The Golden Knights went into story.
the game an underdog in the minds of
The outcome of the game opening game win over SLU.
Questions? Comments?
We're going dancing, UCF, but
Senior center Chris West inmany. Theycameoutofitwithan83- seemed apparent after watching the
Suggestions? E-mail me at
80 win and a glass slipper. Did some- Golden Knights play the spoiler role stilled in our minds the level of emo- it's not a block-tie affair. It's just a
ces05522@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu
tion that goes along with one game good 'ole ballroom dance.
one say overloo.ked?Maybe.But,even in their two previous games.
by TONY MEJIA

Staff writer
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The Golden Knights are headed to the 'Big Dance'
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